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Abstract—The effect of network connections on the synchro-
nization is an area of interest in different disciplines. Several
well-known methods have been developed as Kuramoto model.
Recently, the relations between synchronization in the cortex
and cognitive processes as selective attention, perception begin
to draw attention in computational neuroscience. Also, there
are works focusing on the relation between neurodegenerative
diseases and synchronization in the cortex. Here, we focused on
the role of connection sparseness in the cortex. To investigate the
effect of sparseness, we built networks inspired by the structure
of the cortex using Izhikevich Neuron model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neuronal synchronization has great importance in the field
of computational neuroscience since its contribution to cog-
nition and learning has been proved [1]. While in the cortex
region, high synchronization points positive attributes as at-
tention and building association, it has the opposite meaning
in the striatum, pointing to malfunctioning [2] [3].

Sparseness means that for each specific stimulus, a specific
neuron or group of neurons will respond among all in the
(pool of neurons). Studying the contribution of sparseness on
the neuronal signaling in the cortex has its importance since
the neurons work and develop an activity in response to the
stimulus (input), thus, the brain will create a map for each
type of stimulus to respond. This later process contributes to
the learning process by creating more proteins in the synaptic
gaps between neurons [4]. This coincides with the fact that
the connections between neurons in the higher layers of the
cortex have more probabilistic or sparser behavior [5], since
the higher level of the cortex is normally related to more
intelligent processes include learning and cognitive thinking
[6].

There are many methods used to investigate the synchro-
nization between neurons in the cortex [7], but in neuroscience
mostly the effect of connections on synchronization is consid-
ered [8]. Either the weight of connections or the topology of
the connections has been considered.

In a previous work, we have focused on the effect of con-
nection weights on synchrony [9]. In this paper, we will study

the effect impact of increasing and decreasing the sparseness
of connection between cortical neurons on the synchronization
between them. To form a simple model of cortex works, we
considered the dynamic behavior of pyramidal neurons and
stellate neurons and formed a network composed of excitatory
and inhibitory connections.

II. METHODS

In this part, we will give a brief about the cortex, its layers
and the type of neuronal action potential available in the
cortex, and its parameters we used to create our single neuron
model for each spiking type.

A. The Structure of Cortex

The cortex is the most outer, thin layer of the brain, it covers
all the other brain layers and structures [10]. The cerebral
cortex plays an important role in the brain complex functions,
like learning, decision making, and cognition, and perceptual
awareness [1].

The cortex itself consists of two hemispheres, with each
one of them consists of six layers [9]. Each layer contains a
mixture of groups of all types of cortical neurons, with each
neuronal group has its own connections inside the same layer
and vertical connections with the other layers where the latest
type of connections called cortical columns [11].

The cortical neurons (neurons of the cortex) can be defined
in six groups as follows:

1) Layer (1): It is the first layer in the cortex, it has a
role in functions like learning and attention. It consists
mainly of extensions of the apical neurons in the cortex.
It has interconnections as well as connections with layer
(4).

2) Layer (2): It consists of neurons of Pyramidal types as
a minority and many stellate cells.

3) Layer (3): Contains a big number of Pyramidal neu-
rons of small and medium-size. This layer along with
layer (1) consists of the origin of the cortico-cortical
connections between the cortical spheres and layer (3);
it is considered as a base for the afferent cortico-cortical
connections.978-1-7281-8073-1/20/$31.00 c©2020 IEEE
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4) Layer (4): Consists of many different types of Pyrami-
dal neurons and stellate neurons. It can be considered
as the cortico-thalamus connections taken from the tha-
lamus.

5) Layer (5): This layer consists mainly of a large number
of Pyramidal cells. It plays a role in transferring the
information between the cortex and the parts of the
brain. Its neurons’ axons penetrate down to the spinal
cord.

6) Layer (6): Contain a small number of large Pyrami-
dal neurons, and much of small spindle-like Pyramidal
neurons. This layer is the base for efferent connections
between the cortex and the thalamus. Along with layer
(4) consists of a full (afferent, efferent) connection
channel between the cortex and the thalamus, where
excitatory and inhibitory actions are being transmitted
in this channel [1] [7].

As can be followed from this short review, the cortex has
different layers with different morphological, structural, and
functional properties. In this work, we considered two different
neuron types to form the cortex network: pyramidal and
stellate neurons. In the network, both inhibitory and excitatory
connections will be taken into consideration.

B. Firing patterns

Different kinds of neurons are available in the brain cortex.
These neurons normally appear in groups [7], with each group
has its spiking kind. In our model, we used three types of them.

• Regular spiking (RS): This kind of spikes can be found
in layers (2,3 and 4) and are due to the activity of spiny
stellate and pyramidal neurons. It has regular and low-
frequency pulses.

• Chattering CH: This kind of spikes can be found in
layers (2,3, and 4) and are due to the activity of spiny
stellate and pyramidal neurons. It can be described as a
high-frequency pulse with a low time of burst.

• Fast spiking (FS): This type of spikes has a high
frequency with regular burst spikes. However, when the
pre-synaptic pulse has a value less than a certain thresh-
old voltage, the spikes change to be random, which is
switching randomly between firing and resting.

III. NETWORK OF CORTICAL NEURONS

Cortical network is composed using Izhikevich neuron
model given with equations (1-3).

dv

dt
= 0.04v2 + 5v + 140− I (1)

du

dt
= a(bv − u) (2)

There is a reset condition

ifv > 30mV

v = c, u = u+ d
(3)

TABLE I: List of parameters a, b, c, and d used in Equations
(2, 3).

Spiking Values of parameters
type symbol a b c d

RS 0.02/ms 0.2/ms -65*mV 8*volt/second

CH 0.02/ms 0.2/ms -50*mV 2*volt/second

FS 0.05/ms 0.2/ms -50*mV 2*volt/second

Where v representing the membrane potential in volts and u
is a dimensionless variable represents recovery activity for the
membrane. Izhikevich model is capable of expressing different
firing types due to chance in the parameter values, so for a
large scale model of cortex, it provides a suitable model of
neuron behavior. Equation (2, 3) include also other parameters
(a, b, c, and d), these parameters are responsible for giving the
spike its characteristic shape, and can be found in Table (I)
for each spiking type.

Equation (3) is used to simulate the re-polarization process
that occurs naturally during the action potential of each
neuronal cell (the second phase of an action potential). The
same equations with different parameter values are used to
obtain different types of firing and these parameter values
are given in Table (I). The codes prepared in BRIAN can be
reached from [12][13].

Equation (1) gives the dynamics of membrane potential,
equation (2) is the time recovery equation. This equation
represents the effect of the ion channels’ activation. Due to this
activation, the membrane potential returns to its rest potential.
It represents the starting activation of the effect of K+ ions and
stopping the activation of Na+ ions [8]. The reset condition
given by equation (3) resets the value of both membrane
potential and recovery variable when the membrane voltage
reaches the specified threshold value.

Then two neuron groups have been set, excitatory group
and inhibitory group. These groups are not only connected to
each other but also have connections in the group as shown in
Figure (1). After forming the network, simulations are carried
out in two groups, as different firing patterns for pyramidal
neurons are considered. In the first group of simulations, the
excitatory group is composed of RS neurons, in the second
group CH neurons are considered for the excitatory group,
while FS forms the inhibitory group. The BRIAN codes for
these connections are the following:

Connect=Connection(Pe,Pi,’gi’,

structure=’sparse’,sparseness=s, weight=w)

Where: Pe denotes the excitatory group; Pi refers to the
inhibitory group. Here w refers to the fixed value of the
weight, and it is set to 20 and 80 for two different trials.
sparse in connection kind refers to that we have a probabilistic
connection, that the could be or could not occur, depends on
the value of variable s. Four connection equations were written
to ensure the simulation of the cortex.
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Fig. 1: This figure depicts the structure of our model’s network.
The red arrows stands for the Excitatory connections, while
the blue arrows stands for Inhibitoryconnections.

The first connection is from the inhibitory group to the
excitatory group, with gi as a conductivity value, which stands
for the probability of the opening of the ionic gates of Na,K
channels. The second connection is from the excitatory group
to the inhibitory group, with ge as a conductivity value. The
third and fourth connections are internal connections that
mean determines the effect of each group on itself. The third
connection is inside the excitatory group while the fourth
connection is inside the inhibitory group.

The synchrony measure for neuronal activity of N neurons
is given equation (4):

X2 =
σ2
V

1
N

∑N
i=1 σ

2
V i

(4)

Here, σ2
V is the variance of all neurons activity, so to

calculate it the mean of N neuron behavior is considered and
the signal V (t) is defined as follows:

V (t) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Vi(t) (5)

So, average over N neuron behavior is calculated first and
then the σ2

V is obtained as follows:

σ2
V = 〈[V (t)]2〉t]− [〈V (t)〉t]2 (6)

The variance of each neuron is calculated in a similar way:

σ2
V i = 〈[Vi(t)]

2〉t − [〈Vi(t)〉t]2 (7)

This measure is the one defined in [14].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of our simulation are shown in Figures (2-
5). It is clear that the role of sparseness is more as the
synchronization between the two neuron groups has been
increased with the increase in sparseness even though the
weights have been fixed to some certain values. The fixed

Fig. 2: Change in synchrony measurement due to sparseness,
excitatory group has been taken as (CH), weight =20 mV. Red
line represents the excitatory group while green line represents
the inhibitory ones.

Fig. 3: Change in synchrony measurement due to sparseness,
excitatory group has been taken as (CH), weight =80 mV. Red
line represents the excitatory group while green line represents
the inhibitory ones.

values of the weights have been taken such that interaction
occurs, which means they are with carefully as the upper
and lower limit of values that are effective concerning the
synchrony measurement plot for both excitatory groups RS
and CH [8]. We can see some differences in the final plots
of synchrony measurement between RS and CH groups; this
is due to the spike type characteristics. So the frequency of
spiking of CH is more than that of RS. In the same manner,
we can notice that generally in all figures the Inhibitory
neurons are more desynchronized than the Excitatory ones,
since the first one is of FS type, which has a higher frequency
than both of RS and CH .
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Fig. 4: Change in synchrony measurement due to sparseness,
the excitatory group has been taken as (RS), weight =20 mV.
The red line represents the excitatory group while the green
line represents the inhibitory ones.

.

Fig. 5: Change in synchrony measurement due to sparseness,
the excitatory group has been taken as (RS), weight =80 mV.
The red line represents the excitatory group while the green
line represents the inhibitory ones.

V. CONCLUSION

The importance of the sparseness is that it determines the
interaction topology of the connections between the neurons
in the brain, it’s the probability of connection between two
neurons. It may affect the activity within a group or between
different neuron groups, which means it controls the dynamics
or the plasticity of the brain. From the figures, we can see
that the increase in the sparseness of the connections between
neurons will increase the synchronized spiking between the
neurons even though the weights are fixed to some certain
value. Sparseness behavior is related to the higher layers of

the cortex; these layers normally are related to the thinking and
decision making and associated actions of our daily life. So,
our future study will be about the degree of mental stress and
epilepsy. Since epilepsy is normally related to high-frequency
and high overall synchronization all over all or part of the
cortex in the human brain.
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